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1. Schlangenbader Straße | The "Schlange" (Snake) is a former social housing project with integrated

freeway | Schlangenbader Straße | www.schlangenbader-strasse.de

2. Monumental entrance to the U-Bahnhof Heidelberger Platz | Under the earth await further design

surprises | Heidelberger Platz

3. Kleingärten | Narrow garden plots are squeezed together even at the precipice; no corner goes unused |

Mecklenburgische Straße 

4. Stadtbad Wilmersdorf I | Standard public swimming pool with two pools and a sauna |

Mecklenburgische Straße 80 | www.berlinerbaederbetriebe.de

5. Annabelle's Club | The night club has been located since 1985 in the renovated train station building |

Mecklenburgische Straße 22a | www.annabelles.de

6. Rüdesheimer Platz | Together with Heidelberger Platz, this landmark-protected square in English

cottage style forms part of the Rheingauviertel neighborhood | Rüdesheimer Platz |

www.ruedesheimerplatz.de

7. Vale un Peccato Panzera | Hearty family style Italian restaurant with traditional menu – still an

insiders' tip | Aßmannshauser Straße 2 

8. McDonalds | No big surprise, but just as one expects: A fitting eatery for the edge of the city |

Meklenburgische Straße 65-68 | www.mcdonalds.de

9. Fensee | Hidden, narrow lake – part of the chain going into Grunewald – with a loop road |

Wallenbergstraße

10. Volkspark Wilmersdorf | There was once a beloved public lake here with showy restaurants and the

legendary dance hall Schramm, until competition with Lunapark became too severe... | Am Volkspark 

11. Schrammblock | After the demolition of the dance hall, between 1925-28 a modern housing estate

was built with one of the first underground garages. The name refers to the farmer Otto Schramm, the
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owner of the pleasure palace | Schrammstraße 

12. Restaurant Mesa | Pleasant Lebanese restaurant with traditional cuisine | Pretzerstraße 3 | 

www.mesa-berlin.de
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